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Chapter I

1

The State of the Art in Press Release Distribution — 
How the Storied Past Created Today’s Exciting 
New Options 

Chapter I

If you haven’t evaluated your press release distribution options, you may be over-buying, you may

be missing opportunities to increase your visibility, you may be able to save money on the same

services, and/or you may working with the wrong service provider. In any case it’s undoubtedly

worth your time — you might even consider it your duty — to review today’s head-spinning range of

new choices.

Indeed, press release distribution — the tools, strategy and choices for how to convey a

company’s news to the public — has changed more in the past ten years than at any other time in

the past fifty. What’s more, today’s more complex Internet-era options, including social media

distribution, present public relations professionals with more options for press release

distribution that just a decade ago would have been hard to imagine. 

Of course, given all these options, PR pros are now saddled with some tough choices when it

comes to deciding which press release distributor you choose to work with. Here are some

questions to ask yourself about your department or company’s needs when it comes to getting

your news out (all of which will be further discussed throughout this Buyer’s Guide series):

• Should you use a traditional wire service or a newer Internet-focused service?  

• Should you target professional journalists, the broad Web-surfing public, or both? 

• Which high-tech tools are available to gauge who is reading and sharing your news

releases? 

• How can you ensure that your release gets picked up by search engines and social media?

• With a growing array of pricing choices — per word, per release, flat annual fee, even free —

what’s the best value for your company or clients?

•  What options are available for tailoring your distribution — by geography, by industry, Web-

only, and more?

• Should you forego press release distribution services altogether and use the Web to

distribute news yourself?

PR pros used to complain of too few choices when it came to press release distribution. Now they

face the reverse challenge — so many choices are out there that it can seem overwhelming.  

Some publicists end up sticking with their longtime press release distribution service or service



package out of inertia — missing opportunities to save money or extend the reach of their

company’s message.

But neither confusion nor inertia is inevitable.  With a little strategic thought and informed

comparison-shopping, it’s possible to figure out the right press release distribution strategy for

your unique needs — one that will let you take advantage of new technologies and reach your

target audience more effectively and economically than ever.

Evolution of Wire Services: From Hand Delivery to Instantaneous 
Global Delivery

Historically, press release distribution was all about getting news announcements into the hands

of reporters and editors. 

Before the creation of PR Newswire in 1954 and Business Wire in 1961, this often meant

companies were literally hand-delivering their releases to local newspapers and news bureaus. 

“Public companies that were issuing earnings releases would hire a crew of messengers, and at a

certain time send them off in bikes and cars,” says Thomas Becktold, Senior Vice President of

Marketing at Business Wire. “It was a complicated and expensive undertaking and didn’t work so

well.”

The growth of Business Wire and PR Newswire allowed companies to create one release and

have it sent simultaneously to dozens — eventually thousands — of newsrooms. The two services

dominated the market with proprietary transmission networks that evolved over time from tele-

printers to computer feeds. Companies also came to rely on wire service editors to catch and

correct potentially damaging errors in their releases.

The role of the wire services expanded in 2000 when the SEC approved Regulation FD, which

required public companies to disclose financial and material information to all investors at the

same time. With Reg FD, companies came to rely on wire service distribution of their earnings

releases to show compliance with simultaneous disclosure rules. 

Today, the ranks of “true” wire services — as opposed to non-wire distribution services — have

expanded beyond Business Wire and PR Newswire to include firms such as Marketwire, Thomson

Reuters and Globe Newswire. And wire services can now reach reporters in a variety of ways that

go far beyond the old tele-printer. 

All the true wire services use syndicators such as the Associated Press, Comtex or Acquire Media

to transmit releases to newsrooms. In addition to wire distribution, they also target individual

beat reporters and send them releases directly via email or RSS. Some wire services also have

proprietary networks. Business Wire, for instance, has hardware in certain major news

organizations that feeds directly into newsroom computers.

Going Direct to Consumers and Investors — the Web-Release Revolution

The growth of the Internet over the past 15 years has sparked a complete transformation of the

landscape of press release distribution.
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Social media such as blogs, Facebook and Twitter expanded the world of media from a few

thousand newsrooms to millions of individual voices.  Companies realized that those voices could

have a significant impact — for better or worse — on their brand and image.

Furthermore, search engines made it possible for press releases to be accessed by millions of

people around the globe, becoming a valuable tool for driving traffic to company Web sites.

As a result, press releases have developed a second function — not just channeling information

to reporters, but speaking directly to the online public. 

“Search and social media are huge — they’re one of the things people look for now with press

release distribution,” says Miranda Tan, President and founder of MyPRGenie. “Before, you had to

reach customers through reporters. But today you can directly reach your customers and

partners.” 

Along with the social media revolution came the spread of broadband Internet —allowing the

creation of multimedia releases with everything from product photos to video interviews with a

CEO. 

“Five years ago, press releases were primarily ‘flat text’ announcements delivered via the Internet

and email,” notes Scott Mozarsky, Executive Vice President and Chief Commercial Officer of PR

Newswire. “Today, it’s very common for press releases to incorporate a host of social media

capabilities and be optimized for search visibility, much like a Web site. The press release has

evolved from being a ‘static’ communications tool to a highly interactive, ‘living’ mechanism.”

The Convergence of Web services and Wire Services

As social media have exploded, new lower-cost press release distribution services were created

with an explicit focus on getting Web exposure, rather than on funneling information to media

newsrooms. Publicists have since used these services to disseminate releases that were crafted

with a Web-searching audience in mind.

“People use us to put out content for which there’s consumer demand,” says Jiyan Wei, Director

of Product Management for Vocus, whose PRWeb was one of the first Web-focused services.

“They look at search query trends. Maybe there are a lot of searches for ‘allergies’ or ‘spring

cleaning.’ So a savvy business might not have a big company milestone to announce, but might

use us to put out a study on different treatments for allergies, for example.”

The burgeoning market for search-enabled releases and social media releases didn’t go

unnoticed by the wire services, who moved to develop or acquire their own Web news release

capabilities. 

“Vocus and PRWeb did an excellent job of gaining market share and showing the need for SEO

and Web distribution at a reasonable price,” says Demetrios Skalkatos, Senior Vice President for

Corporate Solutions with Globe Newswire, a division of NASDAQ OMX. “Folks are paying

attention.”

Meanwhile, some services that started with a focus on low-cost, do-it-yourself Web releases

expanded their offerings to include distribution to media newsrooms.
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As a result, both halves of the press release world — the newsroom-focused wire services and the

Web-focused social media services — began to converge. 

Today, for instance, a company like Vocus with roots on the Internet offers the option of

newsroom distribution through the Associated Press. And longstanding wire services like

Business Wire and PR Newswire have lower-cost Web-focused divisions called EON and iReach,

respectively.

As if all these shifts in the market aren’t enough, some businesses are calling into question

whether press release distribution services are necessary at all. Last year, Google sparked

controversy in the investor relations community when it opted to post earnings releases on its

own Web site without sending out the traditional wire service announcements. 

The result of all this change is that marketing and PR professionals have many more avenues on

which to target their company or client news — and more vendor choices than ever before to meet

their press release distribution needs.

“We’ve been hearing buzz that the press release is dead,” says Paolina Milana, Executive Vice

President of Global Marketing at Marketwire. “But in reality it has morphed from 400 words of

text to a mini-version of a Web site or landing page. The beauty is that you can send that landing

page out, benefit from SEO, backward links, social media, and actual folks commenting on it. 

“If the press release is dead, then it has a hell of an afterlife.”
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Before You Choose: What Kind of Press Release
Distribution Solution Do You Really Need — 
and Which Can You Do Without?

Chapter lI

Many PR professionals purchase press release distribution services reflexively — “that’s the way

I’ve always done it” — without making a sober assessment of what they’re trying to accomplish

and what today’s multitude of options are. This can lead to overpaying on the one hand or to

missing opportunities on the other. It can pay “bigtime” to review your intentions as well as the

current options available to your organization.

The first and most important step in choosing a press release distribution solution is to clarify

what you’re trying to accomplish through your news releases.  Above all, you’ll want to assess:

• Are you trying to get coverage in traditional media such as newspapers, magazines and the

trade press?

• Are you trying to meet federal financial disclosure rules?

• Are you trying to speak directly to consumers and investors through the Web?

Are you trying to get coverage in traditional media?

This is the time-tested and familiar role of the press release — catching reporters’ eyes and

motivating them to write about your company.

If this is your goal, you’ll need a service that reaches the particular media outlets you’re targeting.

Find out which media receive a service’s releases. If they say their releases go to 10,000

journalists, they should be able to tell you how many are going to media newsrooms, how many to

professional journalists and how many to bloggers, who may have a minimal number of readers.

Also, are these journalists who have actively chosen to receive releases from the service, and

therefore might be more likely to read your release . . . or are these journalists simply getting

blasted with unsolicited releases?

Services often offer multiple distribution plans at different price points — ranging from

inexpensive plans targeting individual journalists who have “opted in” to receive releases, to

more costly plans that distribute through proprietary networks or through outlets such as The

Associated Press or Bloomberg News.

Some services can provide pre-existing (custom ready-made) lists of trade press for your targeted

industry or will allow you to build your own customized distribution list. Find out if a service will let

you tailor the distribution of your release by criteria such as:

• Type of media (trade press, broadcast, etc.)
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• Topic/beat

• Size of media outlet

• Geographic location

• Community (Hispanic media, Christian media, etc.)

Also, if you’re seeking international coverage, does the service have offices or distribution

partners in other parts of the world? Can it provide translation services for an additional fee if you

need them? 

No matter your choice, be sure to keep in mind that a press release distribution service is not a

substitute for personal contact with key reporters in your niche. For the handful of journalists who

are closely following your company, a heads-up in a personally targeted email is probably more

effective than a mass email blast or wire feed.

“We recommend people keep their own lists for dealing with those 20 guys who really want to see

your news,” says Mitchell Davis, Publisher of ExpertClick.

Are you using press releases to meet regulatory requirements?

Public companies traditionally used wire services to meet federal requirements that financial

news be released to all investors simultaneously. 

But recently, some companies have turned to the Web to try more do-it-yourself approaches to

the release of financial news. 

Google sparked controversy in the investor relations world last year by dropping wire services and

simply posting its financial releases on its Web site. A few other firms are trying to cut costs by

sending out very short advisory releases that direct the public to the company Web site for full

information.

Iconoclasts say such do-it-yourself strategies are a wave of the future. “The SEC is getting more

sophisticated and leaving the framework open for companies to decide how best to disclose,”

notes Jiyan Wei, Director of Product Management for Vocus. 

Critics, on the other hand, call them a poor substitute for full wire distribution.

“Advisory releases make no sense,” says Thomas Becktold, Senior Vice President of Marketing

for Business Wire. “Reporters need those tables in press releases as they come across the wire.

They’re too busy to go fishing for things. What will happen is that small companies will end up

getting less coverage. And there will be uneven disclosure, with people finding out news at

different times.”

For now, at least, wire services remain the most common way for companies to meet their

disclosure obligations. 

Keep in mind that not all services are equally suited to help you meet regulatory requirements. If

regulatory compliance is one of your goals, you need to make sure your service disseminates
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releases broadly. 

And in today’s world, where simultaneous disclosure means ensuring that everyone can access

news at the same micro-second, a service should also be able to guarantee an exact time of

transmission.

“High-frequency trading systems have the ability to automatically analyze and decide whether to

buy or sell in a millisecond,” says ExpertClick’s Davis. “Companies need to know: When is the

moment when their news is no longer internal but external? When can their executives no longer

be dinged for knowing this info or calling their cousin?”

Finally, make sure the service you choose can handle the formatting needs for financial releases. 

“If it’s a straight-up press release, someone could use our service and meet the public disclosure

requirements,” says Laurie Mahoney, Product Marketing Manager for Cision, which operates

CisionWire, a value-added re-packager of GlobeNewswire services. “But if they have tables, the

process is too lengthy to fit into our flat-rate package. We have always been more PR than IR

focused.

Are you trying to reach consumers and investors directly with your 
news release?

The Internet has created an explosive new function and opportunity for press releases — sharing

company news with the public directly, with no filtering required by reporters.

Online news releases can help companies engage directly with customers, investors and

partners. Online releases not only convey your company’s message but can stimulate buzz in

social media and, through links, bring people to your Web site. 

Is Web marketing your primary — or only — goal? A press release service focused on the Web

(rather than on traditional newsrooms) will almost always be less expensive than a traditional

wire service. Some online press release packages are even free.

Although newcomers such as Vocus’s PRWeb pioneered the use of online news releases, today

all the major providers offer releases geared to the Web. Some offer different tiers of distribution

and pricing based on whether your goal is Web or newsroom exposure, or both.

MyPRGenie, for instance, offers a free service that distributes to Web search engines and news

aggregators, as well as a paid service that goes to some 500,000 journalists via PRNewswire. 

Even Business Wire and PRNewswire now offer lower-cost, do-it-yourself options for online

releases — EON by Business Wire and iReach for PRNewswire.

“Be clear on your goals,” suggests Wei of Vocus. “Are you trying to get original news stories

written, or are you looking to use your release for online marketing and driving traffic to your site?

If it’s an online marketing tool, you won’t get front-page Washington Post articles. But you will get

traffic back to your site and you’ll likely be picked up by search engines.”

Services that distribute online press releases may offer:

• Distribution to news aggregator sites such as Yahoo News and Google News 9



• Social media tools that make it easy for people to share your release on Facebook and

Twitter 

• RSS feeds by industry, topic or company

• Search engine optimization (SEO)

• Permanent archiving and availability of your releases online.

Find out if these features are included in the price you’ve been quoted or if they are add-ons.  

For instance, some companies charge a low base price for hosting your release and submitting it

to search engines. It costs more to add social media features allowing readers to share your

release through blogs, Twitter and Facebook.. 

When it comes to search optimization, nearly all major services today have automated SEO

software that can format your release for the needs of search engines. 

Some services go beyond basic SEO formatting to advise clients on how to draft releases in a

search-friendly way.  

“Our editors clean up releases and counsel clients on how releases should be written to show up

higher in search results,” says Scott Mozarsky, Executive Vice President and Chief Commercial

Officer of PR Newswire.

But overall, SEO is less of a differentiator between press release services than it would have been

several years ago.

“Generally speaking, SEO is universal,” says Demetrios Skalkatos, Senior Vice President for

Corporate Solutions with Globe Newswire. “We are all trying to find out how you get that release

up to the top of the results. Everybody’s trying to use SEO as a competitive advantage, but it’s not

that vastly different from vendor to vendor. That’s not why we win or lose business.”

Some PR professionals use a combination of services — a traditional wire service for financial

releases, and a Web-oriented service for other news such as product announcements or

consumer news.

“A lot of public companies still use the wires for their earnings releases and then use us to

communicate more broadly,” says Vocus’s Wei.

“Sometimes a 400-word text release does the job you’ve intended,” advises Paolina Milana,

Executive Vice President of Global Marketing at Marketwire. “It’s all about your goal and what

you’re trying to achieve.”i
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Once you’ve broadly assessed your objectives in using a press release distribution service, you

owe it to yourself to methodically review the full range of features and add-on services available

to media relations professionals these days. And there are many. Or, put another way, there’s a

lot more to press release distribution services these days than simply the ability to push a 400-

word block of text out to the nation’s newsrooms. Many of these disparate services — often under

one roof — can dramatically affect the impact and reach of your publicity, to say nothing of

making your job easier.

Press release distribution services offer a variety of optional bells and whistles — ranging from

online newsrooms to video production to directories of experts. Some press release services are

part of larger corporations that offer the possibility of one-stop shopping for services that go well

beyond public relations.

In selecting a press release distribution service, it often pays to think about which specific

features are most important for your particular business and needs. One company may decide

that its priority is generating buzz in the blogosphere; another may opt for a one-stop shop where

the company that distributes its press releases can also submit its SEC filings. 

Often there are bigger differences between press release services in the add-on features — the

bells and whistles — than in the basics of how they transmit your release.

Editing and proofreading

The wire services have always taken pride in their staffs of experienced editors who prevent

errors in grammar, spelling, style, formatting and even the clarity of messages in press releases. 

PR Newswire estimates that its editors prevent about 9,000 mistakes each month — including

little errors that can create big problems, like saying $40 million instead of $400 million.

The trade-off for editorial expertise, though, is often higher cost. Today, companies also have the

option of less expensive, do-it-yourself-type distribution services that provide little or no editing

help.

“The feedback we get from our clients is that most releases are checked by legal, public relations

and investor relations staffers,” says Greg Radner, Global Head of PR Services for Thomson

Reuters. “They don’t see the value of a (wire service) editor.”

Some public relations professionals use different services for different kinds of releases,
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depending on whether they want an editor’s review. 

“We are seeing clients gravitate to our do-it-yourself option for PR releases, but not for financial

releases yet,” says Demetrios Skalkatos, Senior Vice President for Corporate Solutions with Globe

Newswire, which offers both edited and unedited packages. “Many folks want the extra set of

eyes of an experienced copy editor reviewing those earnings results or M&A announcements. But

for less important announcements, they might choose a more DIY kind of dissemination.”

Consider whether review by an experienced editor is important for your releases. Also, consider

what degree of editorial help you need — some services simply run a spell-check on your release,

while others will go so far as to call and suggest improvements in the focus or structure of your

release. 

“Sometimes our people will be reading a press release and find they’re drawn to one aspect but

it’s buried,” notes Paolina Milana. Executive Vice President of Global Marketing at Marketwire.

“We’ll call the client and tell them that. Or sometimes they’ll send us a 400-word release on a

product, and we’ll call to say that including a photo will increase their pick-up.”

For an additional fee, some services will help draft your release or provide advice on how to write

releases with search engine optimization in mind.

Control over timing of distribution

Press release services vary in how quickly they send out your release, and how much control they

give you as to exactly when the release will be distributed. Consider whether and when precise

timing is mission-critical for your releases. 

Sometimes there are even different options within the same company. For instance, Vocus offers

two-day distribution with its standard package, next-day distribution with its advanced package,

and distribution within one hour for an added fee. 

Media directories and customized lists 

Most services will let you tailor distribution of your press release to target particular kinds of

media, geographic regions, or industries/topics. 

But be sure to find out how precisely a service will let you customize your list. 

What kinds of media directories or lists does it offer? How comprehensive and current are its

lists? Will it let you input and save names from your own contact lists? How much more does it

cost to create a customized distribution list than to use a generic one?

In addition to helping you build customized lists, some services can host your in-house lists of

press contacts and send out personalized emails or faxes on your letterhead. 

Multimedia releases

Releases that include video, audio and/or graphics are becoming standard — especially if you’re
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seeking attention on the Web and in social media.  

Multimedia releases tend to generate more reader response and, thus, higher search engine

rankings. A 2011 study by PR Newswire found that:

• Releases with a photo got 14% more page views than releases with just text.

• Releases with a video clip got 20% more views than a text release.

• Releases with both video and photo got 48% more views than text. 

• Readers were 3.5 times more likely to share multimedia releases than text releases. 

“This has evolved into a ‘content distribution business’ — not just text, but rich  media assets to

help a company build its brand, sell its products, and raise capital,” says Scott Mozarsky,

Executive Vice President and Chief Commercial Officer of PR Newswire. 

Find out if a service lets you include video, audio, photos and charts with your release. Is there an

extra charge? Is there a limit on the amount of multimedia allowed per release? Is video included

in press release feeds or only on the site where the original release is posted?

Some press release companies will provide assistance with video production for an added fee. 

“Multimedia is no longer just a nice thing to have, it’s a must have — even when you’re trying to

get coverage in traditional media,” says Amanda Laird, Communications Specialist at CNW

Group. “In today’s online news environment, newspapers are looking for video, and radio stations

are posting photos. Including multimedia assets such as photos, video or audio clips can help a

reporter pitch a story to their editor; to understand your story better; or simply give reporters the

complete package they’ll need to cover your news. Recent data from PR Newswire revealed news

releases that include multimedia generate more views — and the number of views increased with

the variety of multimedia included with the release.”

Social media releases 

If you want your news to get maximum attention online — to be blogged, Tweeted, shared and

linked — you’ll need to make sure your releases are optimized for social media. That typically

means features such as:

• Bookmarking widgets (buttons that allow sharing to Facebook, Twitter etc.)

• Permalinks (user-friendly URLs to simplify copying and bookmarking)

• RSS feeds  (which let people sign up for future releases from your company)

• Multimedia (embedded video, audio, photos, etc.)

• Widgets that allow emailing and printing directly from your release

Any good press release distribution service should offer social media releases these days. But

some charge extra for these features. Find out if social media releases are standard or require an

additional fee. 
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Search Engine Optimization

Today, nearly any press release distribution service offers automated help with SEO — at the very

least, formatting your release so your keywords can be recognized by search engines.

But some services offer higher levels of help than others. Will a service help you identify the most

appropriate keywords? Will it help you draft your releases in a search-engine-friendly way, not just

format them? Does it provide analytic tools that can help you learn from and improve your SEO?

How much of this is included in the cost of a basic release and how much is an added fee?

Online newsrooms 

Many services offer an online newsroom — a Web page with an archive of all your press releases

as well as media contacts and basic information about your company. 

This ensures that press releases are posted on the Web as soon as they are released, and that

they remain permanently available to search engines. 

“We allow you to create a newsroom in two minutes and edit it any time you want, and you don’t

have to have a webmaster,” says Miranda Tan, President and founder of MyPRGenie. 

Find out whether the online newsroom will be seamlessly integrated into your company Web site

or if will appear on the press release service’s own Web site.   

Also find out whether it’s included in the cost of press release distribution or whether there’s an

additional cost.

As an additional service, some companies can provide and manage your Investor Relations or

Corporate Social Responsibility pages as well as your newsroom page. 

Expert database or directory

Some press release services operate databases of experts whom reporters can contact for

interviews on a specific topic — for instance, experts on green cleaning products or breast cancer

treatment. 

Listing in an expert database is typically not included in the cost of a basic press release

distribution package. But it may be included in higher-cost packages. Or a service may offer

synergies, such as allowing you to include links in your press release that take readers to your

experts in the database. 

International communications 

Some services have offices in other countries or distribution arrangements with foreign news

services like Agence France Presse. Find out if and how a service transmits releases to media in

the regions that you’re targeting.

“We have distribution agreements with news services like Notamex in Mexico, while others might
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just use email or a fax list to distribute there,” says Thomas Becktold, Senior Vice President of

Marketing at Business Wire. 

Some services also offer press release translation services for an additional fee. 

Security against fraudulent releases

No one wants to see a fraudulent release sent out under their company’s name, but the stakes

are particularly high if you are using press releases to disclose financial information to investors:

• In 2000, the media picked up a press release purportedly from the Emulex Corp.

announcing that its CEO was stepping down amidst an SEC investigation. The release was

found to be a fake by a short-selling scam artist — but not until after Emulex’s stock price

fell 62% and it lost $2.2 billion in market capitalization.

• Just this April, the AP fell for a fake news release claiming that General Electric would repay

the federal government for a $3.8 billion tax refund it had received. That release turned out

to have been ginned up by an activist group called the “Yes Men,” trying to draw attention to

what they claimed was unfair tax breaks for corporations.

Find out what safety measures a press release service takes to prevent fraud. Most providers

require a login and password in order to post a press release, and don’t accept releases

submitted by email. Some have an additional step of authentication where they email or call the

authorized contact person at your company to confirm that a release is genuine.

Some services have two levels of security protocols, with a more rigorous procedure for publicly

traded companies.

Ease of use and customer service 

How easy is it for you to load your press release into the Web template of a distribution service?

Does it let you store logos and graphics for repeated use in the future? Does the service provide

a dashboard where you can view your releases and results? How easy is it to navigate the service

overall? It doesn’t matter how many bells and whistles a service offers if you can’t figure out how

to use them.

Then there’s customer support. Some services provide an individual account representative in a

local office; others have a centralized call center that can respond to you 24/7. 

How easy will it be for you to get technical help with submitting releases if you need it? Also, if you

need expert advice on targeting and crafting your press releases, is that kind of assistance

available? 

“Who will you be working with?” posits Milana of Marketwire. “Are they helpful or are they just

order takers?”
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Some press release services like Thomson Reuters and GlobeNewswire are part of larger

corporations that offer services extending far beyond public relations — into fields such as

investor relations, regulatory filings, corporate governance and industry research.

“We have a full array of services that satisfy clients’ dissemination needs, their webcasting needs

— even automating the board book process with the board secretary,” says Skalkatos of Globe

Newswire.

Does it make financial and organizational sense for you to consolidate a variety of services with

one provider? Or are your needs better met by contracting with different companies for different

functions?

Analytics and pricing

Though last in this list, these two features may be the most important of all — analytics and

pricing. 

Public relations professionals today face tightened budgets and ever-increasing pressure to show

results from their spending. So it’s critical in choosing a press-release distribution solution to ask: 

Which tools does a service give you to assess the effect of your releases? And does a press

release distribution company price its services in a way that works for your firm’s budget and

workflow?
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IT’S TIME
TO TRANSFORM YOUR PR WORKFLOW

Technology is transforming how we communicate. How we listen.  
How we measure. A new era calls for new tools.

Thomson ONE Public Relations (PR) is a customizable Web-based platform containing 
all the tools you need to more effectively manage your communication activities:  

Identify key contacts across traditional and social media.

Reach your target audiences around the world using our secure and intuitive  
self-publishing tool.

Measure online sentiment and monitor your coverage across broadcast, print, 
websites and social media.

Thomson ONE PR:
thomsonreuters.com/prservices

 twitter.com/prservices
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Before You Choose: A Closer Look at Pricing and
Analytics — and Why These May Be the Most 
Important Criteria

Chapter lV

While some press release distribution services hold out their low prices as their most attractive

benefit, their higher-priced competitors argue that low-priced distribution is often a false

economy — you get what you pay for. With the feature options so great these days, you simply

should not purchase a service without carefully reviewing its value proposition and those of its

competitors.

In addition, one of the most important emerging needs of media relations pros is the ability to

measure the results of their press releases. No surprise that distribution services have been

rapidly ratcheting up the quality of their measurement capability for clients. If you haven’t

reviewed your provider’s monitoring and measurement capability lately, you’ll certainly want to do

it soon.

Analytics and Measurement

The growth of social media and online distribution opened up enormous new possibilities for

measuring the impact of press releases.

And in fact, analytics and measurement are among the hot-button service offerings for

competition among press release services these days. 

“With the rise of the Web, traditional wire distribution has taken on less value, and a bigger

portion of the value lies in analytics,” says Greg Radner, Global Head of PR Services for Thomson

Reuters.

Some services include analytic tools in the cost of a basic press release; others sell them as an

add-on feature with an extra cost. Or they may offer two levels of analytic tools — basic ones that

are included in the price of a release, and more sophisticated ones that cost more. 

The Internet allows for a wide range of measurement tools. Don’t settle for simply knowing how

many journalists or newsrooms received copies of your release. 

Look for the following kinds of information, among others:

• How many of your email releases to journalists were opened? How many times did a

recipient click on a link in the email?

• How many Web sites ran your release in its entirety? Which sites were these? Some press

release services can provide snapshots or links to your release on these sites. 



• How many people are commenting on your release in blogs and other online media? What

kinds of things are they saying?

• What kind of traffic did your release receive on the site where it was initially posted? How

many unique visitors? Did they click on any links? Did they forward or share the release? 

• How did readers find your release — from a search engine, an inbound link, a news site? If

they found it through a search, what keywords brought them to you? Some press release

services can also provide geographic information on people who accessed your release.

“See if they give you a dashboard in one view -— a snapshot of who is talking about you, what is

being said, and analytical abilities where you can take all the noise and decide what’s important,”

advises Paolina Milana, Executive Vice President of Global Marketing at Marketwire.

Among the various analytical tools available for press releases, one is particularly controversial —

sentiment analysis, or software aimed at reporting whether the online buzz around your release

is positive or negative. 

Some press release distribution services offer sentiment analysis as part of their measurement

dashboard. Some of them even rank the importance of different voices in social media. 

“If Joe Schmo gets out and says something negative about you but nobody’s listening, it’s not as

important as if it came from an industry analyst,” Milana says.

But other services decline to offer sentiment analysis, saying it’s not ready for prime time. 

“We’ve looked at those tools and we don’t feel comfortable enough that they work to put them in

our regular service,” says Thomas Becktold, Senior Vice President of Marketing at Business Wire.

“A clever headline may seem positive to a human but negative to a computer. You can’t do that

with the volume of press releases we handle in any useful way. If the client wants to do that, they

should work with a professional.”

Taken overall, analytics may be the area of press release distribution that is evolving most rapidly

right now. A year from now, there’s likely to be a new generation of more sophisticated tools. 

“We’re not yet able to track the entire universe of people reading a release, but what we can

track is getting bigger and bigger all the time,” says Becktold.

So it’s worth continually checking what measurement options are available from your press

release service — and from others.  

Find out which analytic tools each service offers, how easy they are to use, and how much they

cost. Some services also offer traditional media monitoring for an additional fee. 

For more information about tools for measuring and monitoring social media, see Bulldog

Reporter’s free 2011 PR Monitoring and Measurement Software Buyer’s Guide.

Pricing

In today’s tenuous economy, public relations professionals face the same relentless pressure as

the rest of corporate America to keep costs as low as possible, and to accomplish more without
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spending more.

The good news is that today there are more choices than ever before when it comes to pricing for

press release distribution services. These include:

• Per-word pricing

• Flat fee for each release

• Fixed annual fee for unlimited releases

• Free basic releases

Traditionally, wire services charged on a per-word basis for releases, because of the increased

editing time required for longer documents. Press release packages built around a per-word rate

are still available and common.

But — especially for releases that don’t need editing — there are now also a variety of fixed-rate or

even free alternatives.

Free releases

For small businesses with very basic press release needs and tight budgets, there are services

that will post releases on the Web for free. 

MyPRGenie, for instance, has a free level of service that will send a release to search engines

and several hundred online news sites. ExpertClick will send a release to Google News and its

opt-in list of journalists for free. 

Flat rate for each release

Some services offer a flat per-release fee. This can be particularly useful for long releases geared

to online readers and social media. 

“The age of word counts is gone,” says Laurie Mahoney, Product Marketing Manager for Cision,

which charges a flat per-release fee. “When you are doing Web distribution, there are no limits to

length.”

Fixed annual fee

Other services offer plans with a fixed annual fee for an unlimited number of releases — offering

budgetary predictability for organizations with larger needs, including public companies. 

Thomson Reuters, for instance, charges $10,000 per year for an unlimited number of regulatory

releases, and $10,000 for unlimited general news releases. 

“The average earnings release (on a per-word basis) can run $3,000 to $4,000,” says Radner of

Thomson Reuters. “Do just three or four of those, and you’ll hit our price for unlimited releases.”
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Charging by word and by reach

Business Wire and PR Newswire -— the two granddaddies of the press release world — have

traditionally combined a flat per-release fee with charges based on word count, geographic reach

and, in the case of PR Newswire, a membership fee. But even they are also offering alternative

pricing models. 

“The two key elements are whether a release is national, and its length, although more and more,

we are making deals with companies for a set rate for the year,” says Scott Mozarsky, Executive

Vice President and Chief Commercial Officer of PR Newswire. 

Editorial support versus self-service

One of the threshold questions in considering pricing is how much support you will need with your

releases — do you need editing services or are comfortable with a do-it-yourself approach?

“If you have a release that doesn’t need additional attention, you might prefer a do-it-yourself

solution — so you’re paying for distribution, not word count or editorial supervision,” advises

Demetrios Skalkatos, Senior Vice President of Corporate Solutions for Globe Newswire.

Even Business Wire and PR Newswire have added inexpensive do-it-yourself divisions focused on

Web releases — EON for BusinessWire and iReach for PR Newswire.

“Our self-service platform is for smaller organizations or individuals — maybe someone who wrote

a book and wants to put a press release online to boost traffic to their site,” says Business Wire’s

Becktold.  

Cheapest isn’t always smartest

In comparing pricing plans, keep in mind that cheapest isn’t always smartest. Make sure your

provider offers the features and capabilities that you need. Take into account the cost of add-on

features.

“Take the time to evaluate all the different services — figure out what they offer, if they

understand your business, and whether they have the stuff to truly meet your needs,” says

Milana of Marketwire.

And remember — even the best SEO, most sophisticated analytics, and widest distribution will

never replace the heart of a press release. 

That heart of a successful release remains, as always, knowing your target audience, having a

good story, and telling it well.

“It’s all about writing good content that people are interested in,” says Cision’s Mahoney. “If you

have good content, people will be interested in it. You need to write good content and optimize it

properly.” 
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Before You Choose: An Overview Of 9 Leading
Distributors — And A Comprehensive Feature-to-Feature
Comparison Chart 

Chapter V

As you’ve seen, rapid and profound changes are transforming the press release distribution

industry even as we speak. Now, having sized up your own service needs and taken in an

overview of the ever-expanding arsenal of features and services that providers offer, it’s time to

take a look at the leading companies in this space to evaluate which one (or ones) are best for

your company, clients and messaging needs.

Nine Industry Leaders — In Their Own Words

Here are the positioning statements of nine leading press release distributors — in their own

words — about how they distinguish themselves in the industry:

Business Wire: Business Wire is the global leader in press release distribution, regulatory filings

and online newsroom hosting services. We provide the broadest, most targeted news delivery

network and offer personalized, local service in more than 30 markets.

Cision: Cision offers affordable, flat-rate distribution and SEO of news releases to influencers,

websites, wires and social media channels, in a single, award-winning platform, CisionPoint.

CNW Group: CNW is Canada’s newswire, leading the industry in news and multimedia distribution

to the media and financial markets nationally, globally and on the web.

GlobeNewswire: GlobeNewswire, a NASDAQ OMX company, is one of the world's largest newswire

distribution networks, specializing in the delivery of corporate press releases, financial

disclosures and multimedia content to the media, investment community, individual investors

and the general public.

MyPRGenie: MyPRGenie is a search engine optimizer and social media publicity engine that gives

you access to over 540,000 journalist contacts!

Marketwire: Marketwire advances the way the world communicates. We are a dominant force in

leveraging the latest in search engine optimization, multimedia, and business intelligence tools

for social media; we maximize our clients engagement with their targeted audiences - traditional,

new and social media audiences, worldwide.

PR Newswire: PR Newswire is the leading global provider of marketing and communications

solutions that let maximize the value of your content and engage opportunity everywhere it exists.

Thomson Reuters: Take control of your message using our secure and intuitive self-publishing

tool. Manage your internal approval process and publish releases 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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Eliminate third-party delays and “per word” charges while reaching an extensive distribution list

across the U.S., Europe and Asia.

Vocus: Vocus provides an earned marketing platform for social media marketing, content

distribution and public relations to help customers generate awareness and increase sales in

today’s customer-led buying process.

Sizing Up Your Best Options — Side-By-Side Comparisons Of 
Top Press Release Distributors

Here, Bulldog Reporter has made your decision more efficient by stacking up the numerous

feature and service categories (and more granular sub-categories) that each of our leading press

release distributors offer — so you can effectively measure them up side by side to create your

short list of best options. 

As we’ve pointed out in this report, you are certainly well advised to target some questions

specific to your particular needs directly to the service providers you are considering — not only

are these companies adding extra features, services and price packages all the time, but there

are always exceptions to the rules, especially when it comes to pricing, so be sure to give these

companies an opportunity to serve you best by letting them know what you want and need.
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Feature Comparisons of Leading Press Release Distributors
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Feature Comparisons of Leading Press Release Distributors
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